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Implicit commitment in inference

A
∴ B

• When you infer B from A, you are committed to correctness
of the inference or the consequence relation A ⊢ B.

• This commitment is implicit in the act, not expressed in the
inference.



Conditional makes it explicit

A → B

The conditional is the paradaigm of a locution that
permits one to make inferential commitments explicit as
the contents of judgements.

(Articulating Reasons, 60, my emphasis)

After conditional locutions have been introduced, one can
say ... that a certain inference is acceptable.

(ibid., original italics)



Higher-order inference

• A sentence (assertion, judgement) can be a premise or
conclusion of inferences.

• Conditional enables us to make a (higher-order) inference
whose premise or conclusion expresses the correctness of an
inference.



What modal operators make explicit?

• Making explicit: expressivist and inferentialist characterization
of logical constants.

• Apply to modal operators □,♢ in (normal) modal logic:

- What commitment do they make explicit?



Plan

• Inference featuring should (or must).

- about a situation distant from the current one.

• Should makes explicit a commitment to inference link that
connects situations.

• Modal operators (or its frame semantics) well-formalizes it.
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Motivating example

I bought a T-shirt by NETS [just now]

∴ Payment is withdrawn [from my bank account]

The conclusion may not be true due to some errors.

I bought a T-shirt by NETS

∴ Payment should be withdrawn



Necessity, uncertainty, and normality

I bought a T-shirt by NETS

∴ Payment should be withdrawn

• Necessity: the NETS system (and its implementation)
necessitates the conclusion.

• Uncertainty: the system may not function as intended.

• The conclusion is true insofar as the system is functioning
normally.



“Should” as conditional

I bought a T-shirt by NETS

∴ Payment should be withdrawn

(= Payment is withdrawn if NETS functions normally)

• The conclusion is a conditional with the antecedent that
expresses normality.

• The consequence relation committed is of the form:

A ⊢ X → B,

where X expresses normality.



Enthymeme

I bought a T-shirt by NETS

(NETS system functions normally)

∴ Payment is withdrawn

• The first inference can be made valid by regarding it as
enthymeme.

• The consequence relation committed is of the form:

A[,X ] ⊢ B

where X is the (hidden, implicit) assumption of normality.



Making explicit?

A[,X ] ⊢ B ⇐⇒ A ⊢ X → B

• Consequences committed in the two inferences are equivalent.

• Normality as implicit assumption vs. Normality as antecedent.

• Should “makes explicit” the implicit assumption of normality.



Necessity as antecedent of conditional

□XA := X → A (= it should be the case that A).

Formally, □X behaves as necessity:

A ⊢ B
□XA ⊢ □XB

(
= A ⊢ B

X → A ⊢ X → B

)

□X (A∧ B) ⊣⊢ □XA∧□XB(
= X → (A∧ B) ⊣⊢ (X → A)∧ (X → B)

)



• Formalized should as the antecedent part of conditional.

• It formally behaves as necessity operator.

• What is the assumption of normality?
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What is normality?

□XA := X → A (= it should be the case that A).

• Not every antecedent can be read as should.

“If it rains, the streets are wet” = “the streets should be wet”?

• X has a special content, normality. But what is normality?



Variety of normality

I bought a T-shirt by NETS

∴ Payment is (should be) withdrawn

She is not here [at her office]

∴ She is (should be) in a meeting

He just arrived here [Changi] from Bangkok

∴ He was (should have been) in Bangkok three hours ago



Variety of normality

• Things that are normal vary depending on the contents of the
inferences (NETS system, her business, flight operation, etc).

• Should expresses some common feature of these inferences.

⇒ The subject matter of normality is irrelevant to the meaning
of should.



A structural feature: situation-shift

I bought a T-shirt by NETS

∴ Payment is (should be) withdrawn

The site of shopping ⇒ my bank account

She is not here [at her office]

∴ She is (should be) in a meeting

Her office ⇒ meeting room

He just arrived here [Changi] from Bangkok

∴ He was (should have been) in Bangkok three hours ago

Singapore, now ⇒ Bangkok, 3 hours ago



Inference link

• These inferences involve situation-shifts.

- from the current situation to a distant situation.

• Normality is a matter of connection between situations.

• Call such connections inference links.

• Assumption of normality = assumption of inference link.



Triviality of normality

• Specific implementations of inference links are irrelevant.

• The shared content of normality boils down to triviality:
situations are connected so that the situation-shifting
inference is valid.



Analogy

A (A ⊢ B)∴ B
A(a)

(aRb)
∴ B(b)

• Implicit commitment to A ⊢ B in the inference from A to B.

• Implicit commitment to aRb in the inference from a to b.
• Not an assumption at the same level as A(a) and B(b).



A
(X )

∴ B

=⇒ A(a)
(aRb)

∴ B(b)

• Assumption of normality = a commitment to inference link
implicit in the act of situation-shifting inference.

• Not a propositional assumption because implicit.

• Should makes it explicit. But how?
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Situated assertion

It is raining.

• Truth depends on the situation of utterance.

• Assertion evaluated at the situation of utterance.

• Assertion about the situation of utterance.

x |= rain ≡def. “It is raining” is true at a situation x



Situation

• Spatio-temporal parts of actual or possible worlds.

• Worlds are maximal situations.

• Abstract entities such as bank accounts.



Virtual assertion at a distant situation

Inference without should :

a |= NETS shopping
(aRb)

∴ b |= withdrawal

Premise:

• Uttered and evaluated at the situation a.
• About the situation of utterance.

Conclusion:

• Uttered at a, but evaluated at b.
• A speech act of virtual assertion at b, carried out at a.

The situation b is not arbitrary:

• Connected to the current situation by the inference link R.
• Virtual assertion at b, carried out at a, supported by R.
• aRb: implicit commitment in the act of virtual assertion.

The consequence relation committed to is:

∀x , y : x |= NETS shopping& xRy ⇒ y |= withdrawal



Should is the box

Recall: should turns the conclusion into a “conditional”.

∀x , y : x |= NETS shopping& xRy ⇒ y |= withdrawal

⇐⇒ ∀x : x |= NETS shopping ⇒
(
∀y : xRy ⇒ y |= withdrawal

)
⇐⇒ ∀x : x |= NETS shopping ⇒ x |= □R(withdrawal)

Thus, should = □ in frame semantics.



Should makes it explicit

Inference with should :

a |= NETS shopping

∴ a |= □R(withdrawal)[
∀x : x |= NETS shopping ⇒

(
∀y : xRy ⇒ y |= withdrawal

)]
• Implicit commitment to inference link incorporated into the
object-level expression □.



Conclusion

Q. What modal operators make explicit?

A. Commitment to inference link, a structural feature involved in
situation-shifting inferences.

• Accessibility relation interpreted as inference link.

• Frame semantics made sense in an expressivist and
inferentialist way.
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